
Extension Guide



They aren't just for
length.

Theycan be used to as a thinning hair solution or to add color with out
commitment. 



You know all of those
celebrities with picture-perfect

locks...want to know their
secret is? 

It's extensions. 

Seriously. Probably 80% of
celebrities are wearing

extensions for either length,
density, or both. 

Extensions are the secret to
those sultry soft waves, super
slick long lengths, and fullness
after 40. It doesn't mean that

extensions are just for the rich
and famous. 

If you want to add just a little
va-va-voom to your current
look, let's talk about some

extension options.



Let's talk about
the types available

at 

Salon 1827



Clip-ins hair extensions: 
Temporary and are removed at night or worn for a
special occasion. This is a great idea for brides who don't
have enough hair for the dramatic styles they love for
their big day. 

Strand by Strand: 
Otherwise known as beaded, fusion/Keratin (hot or cold)
or micro. It's virtually connecting hair to strands of the
same diameter as the hair. It can be time-consuming for
a full head but great to fill in the sides on someone with
fine-textured hair at the temples. 

Tape-ins: 
Instead of using a bead or keratin, it's a one-inch piece of
hair; you layer on either side of the strand. Tape-ins is
the least time consuming on the install. They give instant
gratification. 

Weft: 
Wefts are long strips of hair instead of small individual
pieces. They come in machine tied strips (for thicker
courser hair) or hand-tied (fine to medium textured hair). 

All of Salon 1827 Extension methods come in various
colors and textures (yeah for curlies) but are also

customizable for a seamless blend. 



Things to
Consider



1.Your lifestyle. Our stylists are certified in
multiple methods to find the best fit for your

hair type, maintenance schedule, and lifestyle.

2.We're often asked: Will it match my hair? We
have multiple suppliers so that we can color
match and texture match for your individual

needs.

3. Quality. At Salon 1827, our extension brands
are of the highest quality, so you get the most

out of your investment.

4. It's incredibly important to follow the
recommended maintenance schedule your

stylist suggests; it is also imperative to follow
the recommended how to care guide provided

by Salon 1827.

5. The second biggest question asked is if they
will damage your natural hair? Damage from

hair extensions come from improper install and
improper home care. Also long as you follow

the maintenance schedule and don't attempt to
remove them yourself, the possibility is minimal.



Already have Extensions? 

Here are some helpful tips. 



Already have hair extensions and have a
question? Below you will find a short hair care
guide. Remember, treat your extensions like

you would your natural hair, just with less
tension when brushing. It also needs to be
washed and conditioned. Don't forget heat

protectant when styling!
 

For most people, extensions can last 6-8
weeks. At that time, we recommended

returning to have them removed, reapplied to
prevent matting, and ensure the extensions

are always fresh and close to the scalp. 

Extensions can be applied up to * three times
for a total of 3-6 months of wear. They are

100% real hair and can be blow-dried, curled,
and flat ironed. Keep in mind to use only

approved products to protect your hair and
the extensions.

*depends on how well you take of them, some people prefer new hair every other application depending on the
install method.



Don'ts

Don't use any products containing alcohol,
oil, or ethanol. Alcohol is drying and can
compromise the strength of the adhesive
bond.

Don't brush hair harshly. You can risk
pulling the extensions out or your natural
hair. Ouch!
Don't go to bed with a wet head. They
won't dry, and you run the risk of other
issues such as a mildew smell.

DO NOT color your hair at home! Not only
does it void the warranty on a work
provided, but the chemicals in hair-color
break the watertight seal, and your
extensions will fall out.

Don't try to remove the extensions
yourself. Doing so is painful without the
proper tool, and you will damage your
natural hair. Please leave it to a trained pro.

Do's

Do wait 24 hours before washing hair
after application with all methods for
a watertight seal.

Do use the products and brush
provided for you. Most stylists
include a mini kit at your first
appointment to set you up for
success.

Do use a leave-in conditioner
concentrating on the middle and ends
of the extensions to help detangle the
hair and make it go quicker for you.

Do wear your hair up when swimming,
exercising, and sleeping. It ensures
less wear and tear on your extensions
to keep them looking long and lovely. 

Please keep in mind when requesting these services. The total price for extensions is dependent upon the desired outcome. If
you are looking to add length, the extensions must match your natural hair density to avoid looking unrealistic. If you are

looking to add color or fullness, less hair will be needed.



Thank You!
For pricing and maintenance schedules,

book a FREE consultation with our Extension
Specialist at:

www.Salon1827.com/onlinebooking 


